We used the four redfish taxa (genus Sebastes ) from the North Atlantic to evaluate the potential of multilocus genotype information obtained from microsatellites in assigning individuals at two different levels of group divergence. We first tested the hypothesis that microsatellites can diagnostically discriminate individual redfish from different groups. Second, we compared two different methods to quantify the effect of number of loci and likelihood stringency levels on the power of microsatellites for redfish group membership. The potential of microsatellites to discriminate individuals from different taxa was illustrated by a shared allele distance tree in which four major clusters corresponding to each taxa were defined. Concomitant with this strong discrimination, microsatellites also proved to be powerful in reclassifying specimens to the taxon of origin, using either an empirical or simulated method of estimating assignment success. By testing for the effect of both the number of loci and the level of stringency on the assignment success, we found that 95% of all specimens were still correctly reclassified with only four loci at the most commonly used criterion of log0. In contrast, the results obtained at the population level within taxa highlighted several problems of assignment that may occur at low levels of divergence. Namely, a drastic decrease of success with increasing stringency illustrated the lack of power of our set of loci. Strong discrepancy was observed between results obtained from the empirical and simulated methods. Finally, the highest assignment success was obtained when reducing the number of loci used, an observation previously reported in studies of human populations.
Introduction
Microsatellite loci are increasingly replacing or complementing other markers for numerous applications in evolutionary and conservation genetics ( Jarne & Lagoda 1996) . They are of particular interest in studies requiring fine-scale resolution for which other markers may have reached their limits of applications (Estoup & Angers 1998 ). Namely, their high level of polymorphism provides the potential to define unique multilocus genotypes. This, coupled with their relative ease of application and reliability of allelic determination compared with other methods, makes microsatellites particularly useful in studies requiring individual identification.
To date, most individual-based applications have concerned kinship, parentage analysis, mating systems and reproductive success (Queller et al . 1993; Kellogg et al . 1995; San Cristobal & Chevalet 1995; Estoup & Angers 1998; Jones et al . 1998) . Less attention has been paid to using individual genotype information to determine the population membership of a single individual. This may be relevant to more precisely quantify gene flow (Waser & Strobeck 1998; Bossart et al . 1998) , the degree of genetic differentiation among populations (Bowcock et al . 1994; Paetkau 1998; Paetkau et al . 1995) and to establish relationships among individuals within and among populations or higher taxonomic groupings (Estoup & Angers 1998; Estoup et al . 1995; Cornuet et al . 1996; Ellegren et al . 1996 ). An extension of these approaches is to detect an admixture of populations in a sample of individuals of unknown origins (Paetkau et al . 1995; Smouse & Chevillon 1998) . However, in order to optimize the use of microsatellites for such applications, it is important to determine how factors such as allelic diversity and the extent of population differentiation will affect the success of population assignment (Shriver et al . 1997; Estoup & Angers 1998; Smouse & Chevillon 1998) .
North Atlantic redfish (genus Sebastes ) is a marine, viviparous fish, living at great depths in the North Atlantic ocean. It consists of a complex of four taxa: S. mentella , S. marinus , S. fasciatus and S. viviparus that can be found in sympatry and thus contribute to mixed fisheries. The discrimination of those taxa and the understanding of their evolutionary relationships have been hampered by their morphological similarity and variable extent of overlap in criteria used to define them, depending on regions (Barsukov 1968 (Barsukov , 1972 Ni 1982; Power & Ni 1985) . Low levels of inter-and intraspecific genetic variation have also generally been observed with proteic markers (Nedreaas & Naevdal 1991; Rubec et al . 1991) . Allele frequencies may differ among taxa but these alone do not allow species identification (Nefyodov 1971; Payne & Ni 1982; Johansen et al . 1993) . Recent studies of the D-loop region of the mitochondrial DNA have not proved to be more informative (Bentzen et al . 1998; M. Black, personal communication) . Consequently, a combination of several morphological and proteic characters must still be used to confidently distinguish these taxa at adult stage. These characters, however, are not easily used at early (young) life-history stages. Consequently, the problems met at the 'species' level in redfish resemble those encountered at the population level in other taxonomic groups, not including the potential of population substructuring within each of the four taxa (Nedreaas et al . 1994) .
In this context, the two specific objectives of this study were: (i) to provide a first quantification of the amount of divergence among Sebastes species based on microsatellites; and (ii) to test the hypothesis that microsatellites can discriminate individual redfish based on their multilocus genotypes. In doing so, we also compared two different methods to estimate the power of microsatellites for redfish group membership at different levels of divergence.
Materials and methods

Samples
Two geographical samples of each of the four taxa, S. fasciatus , S. mentella , S. marinus and S. viviparus were collected in the North Atlantic (Table 1) . Samples were identified using meristic, morphological and genetic characters usually used for redfish (genus Sebastes ) identification (Barsukov 1968 (Barsukov , 1972 Ni 1981 Ni , 1982 Power & Ni 1985) . DNA was extracted from muscle tissue stored in 95% ethanol, using the Chelex method (Walsh et al . 1991) . Samples were screened for variation at eight specific microsatellites loci as described in Roques et al . (1999) .
Descriptive statistics
We first documented the extent of intra-and intersample genetic diversity based on allelic composition of each sample. The intrasample genetic diversity was estimated by the number of alleles ( A ) per locus, gene diversity ( H E ) and observed heterozygosity ( H O ) ( Table 1) . Locus independence, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and allelic frequency heterogeneity were tested by probability tests computed using the Markov chain method (1000 iterations, Guo & Thompson 1992) available in genepop , version 3.1 (Raymond & Rousset 1995) . Deviations from HardyWeinberg equilibrium were tested using both alternative hypotheses of deficit and excess of heterozygotes for each locus and globally across loci and populations (Fisher's method). Statistical significance levels were adjusted for multiple comparisons using sequential Bonferroni adjustments (Rice 1989) .
The extent of genetic divergence among samples was estimated by θ , an unbiased estimator of F ST (Weir & Cockerham 1984) using genepop , and Φ ST , which integrates allelic size differences as a parameter of population differentiation (Michalakis & Excoffier 1996) using the program arlequin , version 1.1 (Schneider et al . 1997) . θ and Φ ST were first calculated between each pair of samples, and a hierarchical gene diversity analysis was also performed using arlequin to quantify the extent of genetic variance imputable to intertaxon differences relative to intersample within taxon.
Individual-based analyses
The relationships among the 260 redfish analysed based on their multilocus genotype was achieved by first calculating shared allele distances ( D AS ) as described by Chakraborty & Jin (1993) . This distance matrix was then used to build a neighbour-joining (NJ) tree, using a program provided by Jean-Marie Cornuet (Laboratoire de Modélisation et Biologie Evolutive, INRA, Montpellier). We used the index of classification (Ic, Estoup et al . 1995) to quantify how effectively individuals of a given group clustered together.
Species and population assignment
Two different approaches were used to quantify the assignment success at different levels of divergence in redfish. We first conducted an empirical method that consisted in reclassifying individuals of known population origin, as described in Paetkau et al . (1995) . This consisted of assigning an individual to the group in which its multilocus genotype has the highest probability of occurring, assuming reliable allelic representation, HardyWeinberg equilibrium and locus independence (Paetkau et al . 1995) . The proportion of correct classifications was used as an estimate of the probability of assignment success ( P s ). In this method, the reassigned specimens are also the ones from which the population allelic distribution estimates were obtained (Paetkau et al . 1995) . This leads to an upward bias of the probability of successful assignment. To eliminate this bias, the contribution of the specimen to be classified is removed from the estimation of the allelic distributions (Waser & Stroebeck 1998) .
We also used a Monte-Carlo simulation approach to randomly generate 1000 artificial multilocus genotypes from each population, as used in Shriver et al . (1997) . In this method, the probability of generating a given genotype is precisely the theoretical probability computed from the allelic frequencies of the population, assuming random mating. As for the empirical method, the proportion of correct classifications was used as an estimate of the probability of assignment success ( P s ). We refer to this method as the simulated method.
Each of the two procedures above was extended following the log-likelihood method detailed by Shriver et al . (1997) to define assignment success at different thresholds of stringency. To assign an individual, we first calculate its probability of occurrence within each population. The log-likelihood statistic is the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the largest probability over the next largest. If the log-likelihood is greater than a predefined acceptance threshold, the specimen is assigned to the population corresponding to the largest probability of occurrence. Four acceptance thresholds were applied (log3, log2, log1, log0), log1 to log3 meaning that a multilocus genotype has to be 10, 100, or 1000 times more likely in one group than any other to be assigned. Log0 simply requires that a genotype is more likely in one group than another, and corresponds to the criterion used in the method of Paetkau et al . (1995) . Increasing the stringency of the criterion reduces the probability of misassignment at the expense of increasing the undetermined proportion of specimens.
Finally, we investigated the effect of using different numbers of loci on assignment success. In order to find the best set for each number of loci, all possible combinations of 1-8 loci have been computed according to the empirical method. A total of 8 (one locus), 28 (2 loci), 56 (3 loci), 70 (4 loci), 56 (5 loci), 28 (6 loci), 8 (7 loci), and 1 (8 loci), totalling 255 estimates, have been calculated. Then, we were able to select the combination with the highest assignment success for each number of loci.
All the procedures described above were performed with programs written with the algebric computer system MapleV, version 5.
Results
Polymorphism, locus independence and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE)
All loci showed high variability with the total number of alleles varying from 14 to 56 (average = 33), and a mean gene diversity per locus varying between 0.860 (SEB9) and 0.967 (SEB33) (mean = 0.914) ( Table 1) . High polymorphism was also generally observed within each sample.
Exact tests for locus independence revealed no significant locus comparison at the 5% level. Global tests (Fisher's method) for HWE across loci revealed significant heterozygote deficiency within all eight samples. Global tests across populations showed that these departures were mainly caused by heterozygote deficiencies at loci SEB37 and SEB30 found in most samples, suggesting the presence of null alleles at these loci. A null allele test was thus performed using the EM algorithm of Dempster et al . (1977) implemented in genepop . This method first assigns a frequency to the null allele suspected for a given locus, considering deviations from HardyWeinberg expectations, and provide the allelic combination of the null allele with the other alleles that minimizes departures from HWE. The data set was corrected for the null allele before performing statistical analysis. As it is assumed that the null allele is the same in all samples, this correction will generate a conservative bias in assignment tests. Global tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were conducted again for all samples, and only the Metn1 sample ( Sebastes mentella ) remained in significant heterozygote deficiency, suggesting a deviation from HWE expectations caused by other factors (Table 1) . Such disequilibrium may partially bias the results of the assignment tests at population level, but tests were not performed for S. mentella (see below). Its effect is probably of minor significance at the intertaxon level, given the major differences observed in allelic composition (see below).
Genetic differentiation
Highly significant differences ( P ≤ 0.001) in allelic frequencies were observed at all loci for all pairwise comparisons of taxa (Table 2) . Only 20% of all alleles over all loci were shared among them. Differences in allelic frequencies among taxa translated into moderate estimates of θ that varied between 0.088 and 0.199 (Table 3 ). Allelic differences among taxa were often based on modal size differences, and consequently Φ ST estimates were approximately twice as high as θ on average, varying between 0.120 and 0.486 (Tables 1 and 2) .
Much smaller differences in allelic composition were observed among samples within taxa (Table 2) . Significant differences in allele frequencies were found at loci SEB33 and SEB30 for S. fasciatus , at loci SEB45 and SEB30 for S. mentella , at loci SEB31, SEB33, SEB37, SEB9 and SEB30 for S. marinus, and at loci SEB37, SEB9 and SEB30 for S. viviparus. These differences translated into very small levels of divergence between samples. θ estimates significantly different from zero were found between S. fasciatus and S. viviparus samples only and a significant Φ ST value was only observed for S. viviparus (Table 3) .
As we could not reject the null hypothesis of a unique gene pool for S. marinus and S. mentella, assignment tests at the population level were not valid and consequently not performed for these two taxa. The hierarchical gene diversity revealed that the amount of genetic variance imputable to taxa differences was much higher than among samples within a taxon (Table 4 ). This ratio was approximately 10:1 based on variance in allelic frequencies, and nearly 100:1 based on allelic size variance. This indicated that the accumulation of mutations contributed more substantially to differentiation among taxa relative to that observed among populations within taxon.
Individual relationships
The NJ tree built from the matrix of pairwise D AS distances among all 260 specimens illustrated the potential of multilocus microsatellite genotypes to discriminate redfish taxa. The complete tree was composed of four clusters completely corresponding to taxa, except for six misassigned individual specimens (two S. marinus and four S. mentella). A smaller subset of 86 specimens (with three misassigned individuals) was used here as a simplified representation of the complete tree ( Fig. 1) . This translated into highly significant (P < 0.0001) indices of classification; 83% for S. mentella, 89% for S. marinus, and 100% for both S. fasciatus and S. viviparus. Some phylogenetic information could also be obtained from the D AS tree. S. viviparus and S. fasciatus had a sister-group relationship at the first-order clustering level, while S. marinus had the most basal position. No consistent clustering was observed among samples within each taxon.
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Assignment sucess
High percentages of assignment success were observed among the four taxa based on both the empirical and simulated methods (Fig. 2) . Using all loci, 87-100% of Table 4 Hierarchical analysis of genetic diversity in redfish with eight microsatellite loci, using allelic (θ) or molecular (Φ ST ) variance, with percentages of variation (%), variance components (V a ) and probability of components being equal to zero (P). 33, 25, 37, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 37, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 9, 30; 31, 25, 30; 31, 30; 31 (Log1): 31, 33, 25, 37, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 37, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 46, 9, 30; 31, 45, 46, 30; 31, 25, 30; 31, 30; 31 (Log2): 31, 25, 37, 45, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 45, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 37, 46, 30; 31, 25, 46, 30; 31, 25, 30; 31, 30; 31 (Log3): 31, 25, 37, 45, 46, 9, 30; 31, 25, 37, 45, 46, 30; 31, 25, 45, 46, 30; 31, 25, 46, 30; 31, 25, 30; 31, 30; 30. S. fasciatus: (Log0): 31, 33, 25, 45, 46, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 45, 46, 9; 31, 33, 25, 45, 9; 33, 25, 45, 9; 31, 33, 9; 33, 9; 33 (Log1): 31, 33, 25, 37, 45, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 45, 46, 30; 31, 33, 45, 9, 30; 33, 25, 45, 30; 31, 33, 30; 33, 30; 33 (Log2): 31, 33, 25, 45, 46, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 45, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 30; 33, 25, 30; 31, 33; 33 (Log3): 31, 33, 25, 37, 46, 9, 30; 31, 33, 25, 37, 9, 30; 33, 25, 45, 9, 30; 33, 25, 9, 30; 31, 33, 30; 31, 33; 33. individuals were correctly assigned from thresholds log3 to log0 (Fig. 2) . The success remained above 95% at log0 with only four loci, while the number of loci necessary to reach a similar level approximately increased by one for each threshold level. Results of both empirical and simulated methods were comparable at log0, but discrepancy between them increased with the stringency applied. Assignment tests at the population level are only presented for S. fasciatus, but very similar results were obtained for S. viviparus (Fig. 2) . In contrast with the results obtained at the taxa level, results obtained by both methods varied considerably at all threshold levels. Relatively high assignment success was only obtained with the simulated method at log0. Values dropped drastically with increasing threshold levels for both methods. An interesting observation was that assignment success did not clearly improve with an increasing number of loci with the empirical method. In fact, the best assignment success at log0 was obtained with the use of two and three loci.
Discussion
Taxa and population discrimination
This study revealed the usefulness of microsatellite multilocus genotype analysis to discriminate individuals of redfish taxa in the North Atlantic. Specific alleles and/or distinct allelic size modes were observed for all taxa depending on loci. The potential to discriminate individuals from different taxa was illustrated by the D AS tree in which four clusters corresponding to each taxon were defined, with only 2.3% of specimens clustering at the wrong place, which could potentially be due to incorrect identification from other characters. Microsatellites are thus much more informative than previously used genetic markers to discriminate redfishes in the North Atlantic (Nedreaas & Naevdal 1991; Rubec et al. 1991; Bentzen et al. 1998; M. Black, personal communication) . Moreover, these markers can easily be used at any lifehistory stages (e.g. Bentzen et al. 1996) , which can be of interest in studies of recruitment and larval ecology . The analysis of multilocus genotype relationships based on D AS distance also illustrated the potential usefulness of microsatellites to infer shallow phylogenies where other genetic markers have been limited. Barsukov (1972) proposed that although they have a disjunct distribution on both sides of the Atlantic ocean, Sebastes fasciatus and S. viviparus were more closely related to each other than to other taxa, and that S. marinus had basal relationships relative to other redfishes from the North Atlantic. The D AS tree resolved here provides a first empirical support to this hypothesis.
Our results were also indicative that the extent of genetic variance among populations within redfish taxa is much smaller than among taxa, in the order of 10 -100 times depending on the parameter used. The extent of intrapopulation allelic diversity and gene diversity estimates observed in this study were very comparable to those reported to date for other marine fishes (e.g. de García León et al. 1995; Bentzen et al. 1996; Rico et al. 1997; Ruzzante et al. 1998) . Similarly, the very low but significant genetic differentiation quantified between samples within both S. fasciatus and S. viviparus was in the same range of amplitude reported in those studies.
Assignment precision
Concomitant with the strong discrimination revealed by the D AS tree, microsatellites proved to be powerful in reclassifying specimens to taxon of origin in the assignment procedures. Thus, a nearly perfect assignment success was obtained when using all eight loci at minimal stringency (log0), and nearly 90% could still be assigned correctly with the criterion that a genotype could be assigned if it was 1000-times more likely to be in a given taxon than in any other (log3). Furthermore, the use of the optimal combinations for assignment from 1 to 8 loci allowed us to determine that high success may still be obtained when reducing the number of loci analysed. An obvious advantage of such a procedure is to reduce both cost and time required to realize such studies. When applying the most commonly used criterion of log0, more than 95% assignment success could still be obtained with only four loci. However, given the possible uncertainties as to whether the assumptions required to reliably apply assignment tests are always met, it may sometimes be a risk to rely on the most relaxed criterion to perform such analysis. For instance, the assignment procedure does not take into account the possibility of differential population size among groups. The probability or likelihood that a sampled genotype originates from a given group vs. other groups is not only a function of its probability of occurrence within each group, but also of the relative population sizes of the different groups. Not considering differences in relative population size may lead to misclassifying genotypes to the less abundant groups at the expense of more abundant ones. For instance, a given multilocus genotype may be 10 times more likely in a given group based on its allelic composition, but if that group is 100-times less abundant than a second one, it would be overall 10-times more likely in nature that this genotype belongs to the second group. Although it may often be impossible to precisely know the discrepancy in population size among groups studied, the stringency of threshold procedures can be adjusted to approximate its effect, based on the best knowledge available, thus reducing potential assignment biases. High threshold levels may also be required in situations where correct assignment is critical, such as in forensics applications (e.g. Shriver et al. 1997) .
Another observation of this study was that the precision of assignment obtained by the empirical method became lower relative to the simulated one as the stringency level increased (Fig. 2) . The contrast between both methods was more stricking when comparing populations within taxa, which was probably related to the lack of power of our set of loci for population assignment within Sebastes taxa. Thus, assignment success of both empirical and simulated methods dropped rapidly at all levels of stringency above log0. Also, increased assignment success was obtained with a reduced number of loci with the empirical method. This observation corrobates previous theoretical investigations which showed that adding less segregating loci, generally those with large numbers of low frequency alleles, may actually increase noise rather than power (discussed in Smouse et al. 1982; Smouse & Chevillon 1998) .
Advantages and limitations of the empirical and simulated methods
The main advantage of the simulation approach lies in the potential of generating an almost unlimited number of individuals (multilocus genotypes). By increasing the number of simulated individuals, one can thus better cover the set of all possible multilocus genotypes in a given group, thus potentially improving the precision of the probability of correct assignment. On the other hand, this method uses the allelic composition of source populations as if sampling errors simply did not exist. One can foresee two consequences of this. First, the simulated genotypes are not exactly distributed according to the real allelic distributions. The second and potentially worse consequence is that the success is very likely to be overestimated by assuming complete knowledge of allelic distributions. Sampling errors can thus have a dramatic effect on the real power of the classification procedure, especially in situations where populations are characterized by many, low-frequency alleles. Suppose that an allele has a sampled frequency (x) of 0.02 but has a true frequency (P) of 0.01. Every time this allele appears within a genotype, the above sampling error has the same impact on the calculation of its likelihood, as if x = 0.8 and P = 0.4, because the ratio x/P = 2 in both cases. However, the latter sampling error is obviously much less likely than the former.
Contrary to the simulated approach, the empirical method generally explores a very restricted portion of the genotypic space (e.g. Paetkau et al. 1995) . On the other hand, this procedure removes the individual to be assigned from the gene pool of the source population, and consequently eliminates the bias that favours correct allocation. It is thus a more conservative procedure than the simulated method. Considering both the advantages and limitations, the simulation method will probably be the most useful in situations where the groups studied are well differentiated by high allelic frequency differences. When this is not the case, the use of the empirical method will probably be safer. This, however, remains to be explored in further empirical and theoretical investigations.
